
4-Sectioned mattress platform

Auto-regression on backrest

Independent adjustment of

• Mattress platform height (17 - 70cm)

• Backrest angle (0° - 70°)

• Knee break angle (0° - 35°)

• Trendelenburg head/foot tilt (0° - 14°)

Easily removable sheet steel deck panels 
(facilitates maintenance and servicing)

Super low lo-lo bed (17cm)

Designed specifically for Aged Care and in-home environments 

with a super low height of 17cm. The Monterey Bed offers all the 

functionality and benefits of a clinical bed with the aesthetics 

of normal bedroom furniture and now offers quicker 

mattress platform raising and lowering. The 

Monterey comes standard with 

removable curved profile beech 

timber head and footboards. We 

also offer a choice of buttoned or 

fluted padded head and footboards.

Available in Single and King Single.

Monterey V2 Lo-Lo Bed

The Linak electronic 
drive system is controlled 
by an easy to use and 
understand handset.

Front and back central 
braking system. Front 

wheels are linked, rear 
wheels are linked.

The built-in bed extension 
adds an extra 19.5cm 
to the mattress base 
length.

¾ Tubular fold-down horizontal 
handrails can be easily 
removed or 
clamped on.



The Monterey is supplied standard with the curved profile beech timber finish head and 
footboards. Other options are available on request and HospEquip can work with you to 
customise your head and footboards to suit your design requirements.

IV pole

Optional Accessories

Self-Assist rail 
(fold down)

Battery back-up unit

Width-overall 
& platform

Length-overall 
& platform Extension Height 

range
Backrest 

angle
Knee break 

angle
Trendelen-

burg tilt Warranty S.W.L.

Single 92cm 
88cm

216cm 
202cm 19.5cm 17 - 70cm 0° - 70° 0° - 35° 0° - 14° Electrics-5yr 

Frame-10yr 250kg

King Single 109cm 
107cm

216cm 
202cm 19.5cm 17 - 70cm 0° - 70° 0° - 35° 0° - 14° Electrics-5yr 

Frame-10yr 250kg

Self-help pole

standard - supplied

¾ Tubular horizontal rails


